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Seeking Referrals from  
Professionals? 
Give Them Good Reasons to Refer You 
to Their Clients

How often have you thought that bankers, financial advisers, CPAs, business 
lawyers and others would be great referral sources? Their clients are just the 
kind of people you’d like to meet. You could help them so much, so hey, it’s a 
win-win-win!

Then you ask and get the cold shoulder.

Why is that? Because these professionals know that their clients count on 
their discretion and confidentiality above all. They will think long and hard 
before ever introducing someone to them. If you are one of the people 
seeking those introductions, you have to earn them.
Earning these referrals requires a long-term commitment to cultivating and 
nurturing. My  Cultivate & Nurture  is the tool 
you need to unlock the door to introductions to the clients of these 
professionals. 



 Cultivate & Nurture plan

Be clear about your purpose: helping these feel comfortable about you. It’s at least a 12 month process.

ACTIVITY DATES PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

DATE 
COMPLETED

Face-to-face gatherings

Invite only bankers, financial advisors and other professionals who know the 
people you’d like to meet. Have refreshments and an interesting person speak 
for 15 minutes max. Follow up with thanks.

2X per year ?

IP that’s relevant to them, written by experts in the field

Book, clipping or reprint of an article or study. Written by an expert in their field. 
Send with a note “I thought of you when I read this.” 2X per year ?

IP written by you

Your own article or whitepaper. Illustrate your thinking as it relates to the work 
they do with their clients. 2X per year ?
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